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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

VAT at 25%?
If you don’t vote, you have
no right to complain when
the next Government
increases VAT to 25% –
yes 25%.
Hopefully that got your attention. With a
General Election looming the three main UK
political parties have all said they do not
intend to increase VAT as part of efforts to cut
the country’s borrowing.
But what they do after winning power and
forming a government can easily be different
from what was promised before the votes
were counted.
VAT rates vary across Europe, but more
than 30 countries have rates higher than ours
(up to 25%). But with an economy based so
much on consumer spending, a higher
standard VAT rate would provide a massive
blow to consumers, retailers and the wider
economy.
If you want to have any influence in the
post-election outcome, you have to vote.
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Vintage Wilton is Balta's newest
traditionally woven wilton range
launched at Domotex this year.
This 2.520 gr/m2 heavy wilton is
made from stain resistant, bleach
cleanable, PP yarn. Vintage is
offered in a variety of traditional
and contemporary patterns in
warm natural colours.
T: 00 32 5662 2211
www.baltagroup.com
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Even if you live in a constituency that isn’t
expected to change hands (remember
1997?), go and vote. And encourage your
staff to vote.
For decades retailers have complained that
they are treated unfairly by national and local
government – be it business rates, national
minimum wages, red tape, health and safety
rules, planning or parking, to mention just a
few issues. But unless you are well connected
or well funded, the concerns of retailers seem
to be fairly well down the main parties’ list of
priorities.
So what can be done?
No-one expects retailing to be given any
special dispensation over any other sector
but recognising its role in the fabric of
countless communities would be a welcome
start. But if politicians don’t hear about your
wishes, how can they begin to act on them?
Talk to the candidates and tell them what
retailing needs. There will many new MPs in
Parliament after the election, who could be
there for years.
Given the likely impact of the expenses
row, unexpected candidates may well be
elected – make sure they all understand your
needs, regardless of political viewpoint.
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NEWS
Grand win

UKTV

Interiors Monthly has five
pairs of tickets for readers
to win for the Grand
Designs Live London show.
To win the tickets, either for
your own use or to give to
customers, email
akidd@interiorsmonthly.co.
uk with the name of the
presenter of the Channel 4
Grand Designs TV series.
The editor’s decision is final.
The 2009 show attracted
more than 105,000 visitors
and this year’s 1-9 May
event has more than 500
exhibitors and seven shows
at the ExCel centre, London.

Awards deadline extended
The Furnishing Industry Trust has extended the
deadline to 3 May for entrants to its Women in
Furnishings Awards.
Kinnarps, Europe’s third largest provider of
workspace interior solutions, will sponsor the
Inspirational Women category, with Willis &
Gambier sponsoring the Business Woman of The
Year category. The Women in Furnishings Awards
is sponsored by The Manchester Furniture Show.
Candidates can be nominated for one of the two
awards.
For more information and to download an entry
form, visit www.fi-trust.co.uk or tel: 020 7256 5954.

Fall-off in Carpetright sales
growth hits profit forecasts
Carpetright has warned that it will not meet expected profit
levels as sales growth has fallen in recent weeks. Analysts’
forecasts had been raised thanks to three consecutive
quarters of sales growth – including double-digit sales
growth in November and December – before sales dropped
off because of the post-Christmas weather.
Lord Harris, Carpetright executive chairman (pictured)
had said he was comfortable with forecasts of £35m profits
as the chain was hopeful of recovering some of the lost
sales. However this has not happened and Neil Page,
Carpetright finance director, expects profits of £30m,
compared with £16.7m a year ago.
UK and Republic of Ireland like-for-like sales had risen by
2.3% in the quarter to 30 January, but dropped to 1.4% in
the seven weeks to 20 March. Total sales had been 7.7%
higher, but this fell to growth of 6.5% in the period.
‘It is now clear that recent like-for-like sales growth, while
remaining positive, has not returned to pre-Christmas levels
and the recovery from weak trading in January has not been
as significant as expected,’ says Lord Harris. ‘Nevertheless,
based on previous experience we expected to recover some
of this lost trade in the remaining weeks of the year.’

Flooring exhibitions take shape
Ahwazian, Ardex, DSI, Dyne Carpet Tiles,
Floortrain, Serdim Hali, OCR and The
Ultimate Rug Company are among the
latest companies to support the
Harrogate Flooring Show.
More than 65 suppliers and
manufacturers will be at the 5-7
September event says the organiser.

6
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Harrogate International Centre has
planning permission for the final parts of
its £13m redevelopment, including two
new halls which add 3,400sqm of space,
a new entrance and an 107-bed hotel.
Meanwhile UBM, the organiser of the
7-9 September National Floor Show at
the NEC, confirmed the return of the

Tools and Demonstration area, with Exakt
Precision Tools, Primatech and Sika
taking part.
‘The flooring industry is increasingly
open-minded and willing to listen to the
business benefits of exhibiting at the
NEC,’ says Andrew Vaughan, UBM
portfolio director.
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Bronte Carpets
invests in the future
Manufacturer Bronte Carpets has
bought two carpet weaving machines
– the first investment in machinery the
company has made in a number of
years.
The company says the machines will
allow it to produce different weights
and in low pile, dense velvet pile
carpet. It has long specialised in
offering carpets in any colour in
widths of up to 12m without joins.
It is hoped the installation of the

machines will create two jobs.
‘We are very optimistic for the year
ahead and are looking to really push
Bronte forward in 2010. We are also
investing in other areas,’ says a Bronte
spokesman.
‘We are working on whole new
colour banks for all of our ranges, new
qualities and new sample books. We
hope to have the new colours and
sample books available by midsummer.’

New home for Redwood Bay
Bath furniture and accessories retailer
Redwood Bay is relocating to the Milsom
Place development next month in a
move designed to improve its displays
and separate its furniture and nonfurniture ranges. The company has also
launched a wholesale operation.
Redwood Bay’s current 1,500sqft
Upper Borough Walls store is on four
floors. The move to Milsom Place will
increase the floorspace for furniture to
1,500sqft on one floor while its speciality

Redwood Bay has launched a wholesale operation
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food offer will have its own unit.
Adrian Beale, co-founder says: ‘It will
be much easier for us to get across our
“look” when customers can see the
whole range at a glance. Despite all the
makeover and interiors advice shows on
TV, a lot of people still need to be shown
exactly what things will look like when
they get them home, so by accessorising
the furniture with our own products, and
by having that all on one floor, upselling
also becomes easier.’

Heal’s has high hopes for the web
Contemporary interiors retailer Heal’s has
indicated it is looking to its website to drive
growth rather than its high street presence as
it plans to close its Manchester store. Andrea
Warden, Heal’s chief executive, says the
27,000sqft New Cathedral Street store failed
to meet expectations while the website
showed unprecedented growth. Warden says
reducing the chain to six stores – Tottenham
Court Road and Kings Road London; Brighton;
Guildford; Kingston and Redbrick Mill, West
Yorkshire – in its bicentenary year is part of
the process to focus expansion of the brand
through the website. Trading at the other
stores and online was ‘encouraging and ahead
of budget’.

London show is
postponed again
For the second successive year the
proposed London Furniture Show has
been postponed. The trade exhibition
was due to take place at the ExCel
centre from 25-27 May, but organiser
Insight Exhibitions says it has been
unable to attract sufficient exhibitors
and had little time to promote it to
would-be visitors.
‘I remain convinced that a new
London-centric, furniture show is
needed, and that May is the ideal time
in terms of delivery of new ranges to
retailers for the key autumn selling
period. However, we are rethinking the
show’s size and format and possibly the
venue,’ says David Wilkins, Insight
Exhibitions md.
The 2009 show, also planned for May,
was postponed in late 2008, with
Insight saying the economic conditions
made it ‘very difficult for the furniture
industry to make any commitments’.
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Sofa suffers from
high cholesterol

people

A pensioner was refused a refund on a
sofa that became marked after just a
few months as the store said the
marking was caused by cholesterol
medication seeping from his hair.
Paul Hepburn, 70, of Abbotskerswell
near Newton Abbot, Devon, spent
£1,500 on the upholstery, but within
months it was covered with small
round marks.
He complained to Harveys, but was
told he was not covered by the
guarantee because of the cholesterol
lowering drugs he was taking. The

Gary Prophet,
previously
Plantation Rug
Company
general
manager, has
moved to carpet
manufacturer
Edel Telenzo as its first UK national
sales manager.
Axminster has
boosted its sales
operation
with the
appointment of
Clive Allen (left)
as sales
manager for
Central and Eastern England and
Graham Smith, previously Wilton
Carpets contract sales manager, as
sales manager for its commercial
activities in the Midlands, South
Wales and East Anglia.

Carpenter has restructured the
sales team of its underlay division.
Sue Howland (above left),
southern sales manager, has
added contract sales to her remit
while John Hughes (above right),
northern sales manager, has also
taken on exports.
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chain said the medication had come
out through his hair, damaging the
sofa, he told the Daily Mirror.
‘It is just ridiculous. We were told
that our doctor should have warned
us, but why would I tell him I was
buying a leather sofa? They certainly
didn’t warn me in the shop,’ says
Hepburn.
A Harveys spokesman says: ‘Some
medications speed up the process.
Unfortunately there is nothing that
can be done as it is caused by the
customer, though not their fault.’

Manchester
show boost
July’s Manchester Furniture Show is set
to be a sell-out after the Central Hall
will filled by several new signings
including Ashley Manor, Pinetum,
Verona Design, Slumberdream,
Daneway and Grand International.
According to the organiser of the
18-21 July event, the West Hall of
Manchester Central is also filling
quickly.
‘We have attracted several high
profile newcomers. We hope that this
will continue Manchester’s
development into the mid to upper end
of the market and offer a greater
diversity of product choice for all those
visiting,’ says Theresa Raymond, event
director.

Ups and downs
Seeing the family fortune
increase by $1bn in the past
year would be something
most people would be happy
with. But it was not enough
to prevent Ikea founder
Ingvar Kamprad and his
family trusts slipping down
the Forbes annual list of the
world’s richest people.
Kamprad was valued at
$23bn (£15.28bn) but his
ranking still fell from fifth to
11th.
Sir Philip Green is the UK’s
richest retailer at $6.7bn
(£4.45bn), ranking him 107th.

Sails lift: Bed manufacturer Sealy has taken on 14 staff after winning a
contract to provide beds for P&O Cruises. It includes the new 1,557
bedroom superliner Azura, due to begin her maiden voyage on 12 April.

Young brand for new store
Former employees of the
Barrow in Furness, Cumbria
branch of Allied Carpets
have opened a new flooring
store in the town centre.
Staff, headed by Alan
McGerty, have launched All
Carpets and Flooring on
Dalkeith Street.
The company chose the
designs of a 16-year-old
schoolgirl for its branding
and storefront.

Annie Sharpe, who has an
A* in GCSE art, undertook
work experience at BAE
Submarine Systems in the
summer and produced a
poppy appeal poster that
was used across the town.
Her father mentioned this to
McGerty, leading to Sharpe
creating the store’s
branding.
‘We were blown away by
Annie’s enthusiasm and her

work ethic for one so young,
and we were delighted with
her design and decided to
adopt it for all our marketing
materials and, of course, our
storefront,’ he says.
Her brief was to come up
with a brand that would be
instantly recognisable and
would symbolise all that the
company stands for –
quality, choice, value and
service.
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Generate instant
sales & profits for
your business...
Every good retailer, no matter
how successful, is always looking
for new ways to increase sales.

Every good retailer wants to
increase profit, regardless of the
season or economic climate.

www.greenwoodretail.com
Visit our website and watch the
Greenwood Video to see how
we can help you to generate
record breaking sales and
profit for your business.
Sales promotion is for everyone.

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com
www.greenwoodretail.com
Tel. 01625 521010

Michael Northcroft
Furniture by Michael Northcroft,
md and designer

The UK must build
design credentials
We don’t make much furniture in the UK any more. And
because a lot of furniture sold in our high streets comes from
the other side of the planet much of the design work happens
there too. Inevitable you may feel, especially when price is a
driving factor.
Just back from a fact-finding tour of China I was interested to
see how culturally dislocated the furniture they are making now
is from their cultural past.
Each nation’s subtle nuances, the aspirations of a people and
the visual references that make up our complicated psyche are
all difficult to interpret if you do not understand a nation’s past
and have not lived among its people. Few of us would have the
courage to design furniture for
say, rural Malaysia, with little
information or never having
been there – it’s quite likely to
be a disaster. But this is what is
happening to us in reverse.
Does it matter? Yes.
There is a real cost to this. Our
children have eyes. We are
building the visual references
that they see in their vital
formative years. What we sell in
our high streets is lived with in
our homes. We are building the
way our children think and feel.
There should be a logical
connection in some way to our
climate; our cultural feelings.
If we abandon our design
saying it doesn’t matter, we hand over control that we will later
struggle to regain. In Germany during the inter-war years a
design school – Bauhaus – was formed. Its purpose was to
design for manufacture and raise standards. It produced a
generation of design that made cultural sense. Manufacturing
became more enlightened and many of the design ‘greats’ came
from there. Le Corbusier’s chaise longue was not an accident.
The time has arrived here in the UK for us to create this
philosophy for ourselves, particularly as so much manufacturing
is happening so far from our shores. We have a collective
responsibility.
We have much talent in the UK. We are a creative people and
it is time for us to build our design credentials. Not to turn away
from our past, but to build on it. To have confidence in our own
abilities.
If we don’t do it for ourselves, then do it for our children.

‘Our children
have eyes.
We are
building the
visual
references
they see in
their vital
years’
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

1 Cotswold, the new collection from Wood Bros,
the maker of Old Charm, combines contemporary
thinking with traditional values. Promoting the
concept of consumer choice, Cotswold is available in
two finishes – Honey and Mocha – with a choice of
handles, table legs and chair styles.
Tel: 01920 469 241

3

2 Made from a mixture of British wool blends, some
100% wool and some 80% wool/20% nylon,
Whitestone Weavers’ contemporary 7x8 row
axminster Hugh Mackay Designer collection consists
of 30 inter-complementary patterns across four
design styles in tonal /natural shades, available in
4m widths.
Tel: 01429 892 555

4

5

3 The Aquila bed, from Limelight Beds’ new Elan
brand is a combination of hardwood and metal that
is on-trend for today’s contemporary look. The metal
has a black matt finish and the sprung slat base
provides extra comfort and durability.
Tel: 01455 850 150
4 Swish and Sunlover have introduced products to
reduce the risk of accidents involving loose hanging
blind cords, including Sunlover’s Safety Clip and
Cord Connector pack (pictured) and Swish’s
Supreme Roman blind and Avensys aluminium blind
using self-levelling mechanisms with no cords.
Tel: 01543 271 421
5 Designed to bring harmony between colour and
floor, Avenue’s Expressions takes five colourways
ranging from white through to taupe and black.
Each is available in three decors to help create
seamless interiors regardless of room size. Small and
large tile designs blend with a plain colourway,
delivering timeless style in everything from
bathrooms to living areas and kitchens.
Tel: 0032 5665 3211
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Affordable after sales care to
keep your customers happy.

First class, nationwide in-home
furniture repair and service...
If you are a furniture retailer or manufacturer, Servico can provide
you with a full furniture repair service for your customers. Our wealth
of experience means that we can deliver an affordable solution with
a full support network - a solution that will help you look after
your profits, your customers and also increase repeat business!

Why choose us:
* We focus on keeping your customers happy.
* We offer low cost service contracts.
* We can tailor our after sales warranties
to suit your needs, at competitive prices.
* We can take the hassle away and handle
everything for you with Smart Serv - our user
friendly online management system.
Speak to us today on

0871 246 0022 quoting ref ’IMM’

or find out more at www.servico-ind.com

Unit J, SK14 Business Park, Broadway, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 4QF.

Skilled & experienced
nationwide service team.
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

7
10

8

9

6 Hampton Beds’ bespoke Heritage
Pocket Collection, including
Knightsbridge (pictured) incorporates
individual pocket-sprung mattresses
with a layer of cashmere, silk, wool,
cotton and mohair. All are hand-tufted
with woollen tufts and five handles on
extra deep three-tier stitched borders.
Tel: 01455 841 257
7 Bloom is a collection of embroidered
fabrics from Prestigious Textiles. For
curtains, soft furnishings and decorenhancing accessories, Bloom is based
on a linen-look weave in practical
polyester-cotton. This provides the
backdrop for its five embroidered floral
designs and coordinating upholsteryweight plain.
Tel: 01274 688 448
8 The Toughened Back Painted Glass
worktop from GX can be processed to
incorporate sinks, taps and hobs,
without ruining the edges of existing
fittings or damaging the finish. Made
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from 10mm toughened Optiwhite
safety glass with an easy-to-clean
surface, it can be supplied back
painted in virtually any colour.
Tel: 01233 642 220
9 Town & Country, Cormar Carpets’
heavyweight 60oz flagship wool twist
collection, has been relaunched with
an updated range of colours: a blend
of contemporary and traditional
shades. Eight new colours include
fashionable Plum, Cayenne and
Norwegian Grey and popular neutral
shades.
Tel: 01204 881 234
10 Verdi from Dutch manufacturer
Edel Telenzo Carpets is a luxurious,
thick twist made from a top quality
hard wearing polyamide 6.6 yarn,
available in colours including:
alabaster, ash, chartreuse, turquoise,
framboise, hot pepper, otter, graphite,
chocolate, aubergine and black.
Tel: 01422 374 417
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7 DAY DELIVERY
ON ALL STOCK
LINES

Sherwood

ardrobe
2 door£w149.99
only

Our contemporary styled natural Ash bedroom
furniture offers outstanding value for money.
With ever rising costs of hardwood furniture
here is the ideal product to give your spring
advertising a boost.
How can we do these prices, simple.
Every piece is factory assembled then
dismantled and packed into sturdy cartons for
reassembly using a simple bolt together method.
This means you pay much less for transport and
get more furniture for your money.
Sherwood is just one of Quitman’s outstanding
collection of bedroom, living and dining room
furniture, for more information speak to your
local agent today.
Scotland:
Jan Rodger 07974 384725
Ireland:
Watson Pigott 07871 981500
Wales:
Karen Rowley 07789 692556

Midlands:
Peter Exton 07831 625954
South West:
David Joy 07980 870208

r
3 drawaebinet
c
bedside£39.99
only

North East:
Mick Owen 07855 136929

st
wer che
3+2 dra£119.99
only

North West:
Alan Murray 07843 414945

South East:
Mick Miles 07836 505358
East Anglia:
Stephen Pates 07951 374898

NO MINIMUM
ORDER
CARRIAGE PAID ON
ORDERS OVER £600

ORDER TODAY
T: 01738 630555
E: sales@coreproducts.co.uk

HOME DELIVERY
SERVICE
AVAILABLE
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NEW PRODUCTS

11

12
13

14

15

11 Celio says its bedrooms satisfy customers’ two main
demands: fashionable bedroom units with a personal
appearance, making use of every inch of space.
Aesthetically pleasing, modular and adjustable, Celio’s new
Modena collection comprises a range of flexible units while
creating a bespoke effect.
Tel: 00 330 5 4965 0150 or email export@celio.fr
12 This year Pergo is introducing stylish decors, pioneering
new textures and formats, launching a low/mid price
category and unveiling innovative fold-down technology:
PerfectFold, a laying system by which panels are clicked into
place. The new decors are inspired by wood, minerals and
latest design trends, and bring the total number of designs
available in the Pergo laminate flooring range to 250.
Tel: 01827 871 840
13 By weaving with thicker multicolour yarns, the enhanced
structure and natural colours of McThree’s Artisan means
the rugs look and feel like genuine sisal products. Ideal for
the traditional flatweave rooms such as kitchens, halls and
conservatories, Artisan’s enhanced UV and water resistance
means it can also be used outside on decking, patios and
poolside.
Email: robert.witherington@mcthree.be
14 Halo’s Eton Wood upholstery collection is available in
five loose cover fabric options. Inspired by the work from
Long Eaton, Eton Wood celebrates quality and traditional
British craftsmanship with attention to detail, luxurious
comfort and high quality construction at commercial prices.
Tel: 0161 923 0500
15 Atlantic Homes is the new collection of American East
Coast inspired furniture, available in both retail and
wholesale from Redwood Bay of Bath. Handmade in
Europe by a small family business, the range features chairs,
tables, sofas and cabinet with a choice of finishes.
Tel: 01225 317 000
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NEW PRODUCTS

16

17

18

20

19
16 Ball & Young’s Lofty Lite is the only
thermal dynamic carpet underlay designed
for rooms at the top of the house and is
ideal for three-storey homes or loft
conversions. It has a tog rating of 2.0 and
each 15sqm roll weighs 12.9kg.
Tel: 01536 200 502
17 Paulus & Brown has launched three
sofas for the prestige end of the market.
With the focus on quality and comfort, these
design-led sofas use quality fabrics with fully
removable and cleanable covers. The range
will be expanded by the end of the summer.
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Tel: 0115 9251 389 or email
sales@paulusandbrown.com
18 Karndean has refreshed its classic
collection, Da Vinci, to include six new
woods and four new limestones. The
collection demonstrates the best of natural
flooring in 26 woods and stones, with a
textured surface and bevelled edges
adding to the realism.
Tel: 01386 820 100
19 Contemporary or traditional –
Calligaris’ Omnia expanding dining table

is available in two sizes with a choice of
wenge, walnut or white lacquer frames.
Tops can be finished in extra white, extra
black, extra white glass, white lacquer,
wenge, walnut or white lacquer.
Tel: 00 39 0432 748 211
20 Enjoying a revival, wool blankets and
throws are a fashionable, healthy and ecofriendly way to bring colour and style to
the home. John Atkinson, offers a range
of colours and finishes in luxury weaves
including cashmere and Merino wool.
Tel: 0113 257 0391
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The Imperial
Collection

PRESTIGIOUS TEXTILES LTD
4 Cross Lane
Westgate Hill Street
Bradford BD4 0SG England

fabrics by Prestigious Textiles

Tel: (44) 01274 688448
Fax: (44) 01274 689560
Email: mail@prestigious.co.uk

Florals with
an exotic twist

www.prestigious.co.uk
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Stain busters
Advances in
polypropylene carpet
production and stain
protectors for wool help
keep floors clean
It’s happened to everyone, the rush to
get a damp cloth to clear up whatever it
is that has been spilled on the carpet.
And unless it’s tea, it can usually be
guaranteed the spill doesn’t match the
colour of the carpet.
For many the solution is to have
polypropylene carpets.
‘Stain protection for carpet is always a
concern for young families buying a
carpet,’ says David Cormack, Cormar
Carpets marketing director. ‘Hence the
success of our Primo portfolio that has
been designed with family life in mind.
These “real life proof” polypropylene
carpets – stain resistant and bleach
cleanable – are proving a great success.
‘They offer great practicality without
compromising style which makes them
perfect for homes where pets, the patter
of tiny feet and accident prone adults put
the carpet under constant threat from
spills, stains and sticky fingers,’ he says.
Birger Karlsson, Lano Carpets UK and
Republic of Ireland sales manager says:
‘Products such as our highly popular
Startwist collection have built their
reputation on the stain performance of
polypropylene and it looks like staying
that way for a good few years. ‘
All of the company’s carpets with a
10-year stain resistant warranty are made
with polypropylene.
In recent years Lano has introduced
solution dyeing, where the pigment used
to give the carpet colour is part of the
fibre structure, rather than a topical
treatment. This brings an added safety
net for consumers, meaning that most
household cleaning chemicals won’t strip
the carpet of colour.
‘The technology has remained
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Above: 3m has updated its Scotchgard Carpet Protector
Below: Lano’s Penhurst Wilton

fundamentally the same for several years
and the biggest development has been
in the approach to the design of the
carpet. Consumers are far more
expecting of their floors even though
the amount they are prepared to spend

may not suggest so,’ says Karlsson.
Lano has raised the bar in terms of
style with products such as Penhurst
Wilton. Traditionally, stain-free carpets
have been tufted, but putting the fibre
on its high-tech wilton looms,
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Newly launched!

Tuscany

80/20 Wool Twist
1/10th Gauge
14 modern colours
Available in 40 & 50oz
Available in 4 & 5 metres

Sales Tel: 01827 831434
Sales Fax: 01827 831435
Email: sales@manxcarpets.co.uk
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added a delicate contrasting floral
pattern and created a carpet that gives
the feel of woven wool, but with far
better stain performance.
‘What made polypropylene carpets a
success in the first place – ease of
maintenance and value – will continue to
do so for years to come, we just have to
look for fresh new ways to add style to
the substance,’ says Karlsson.
Following the success of its Cheviot
range, Kingsmead Carpets is launching
four more ‘family friendly’ saxony ranges
featuring its Everlon stain repellent
polypropylene fibre.
‘The ranges – Brecon, Pennine, Malvern
and Snowdonia – offer a variety of styles
and pile weights and their launch will
make Kingsmead a significant player in
this sector of the market. Everlon is a
bleach cleanable colourfast fibre, soft to
touch and ideally suited to family life,’
says Martin West, Kingsmead general
manager.
For other materials, additional
treatments can be added during
manufacture. Gaskell Wool Rich is among
several suppliers, including Crucial
Trading, Manx, Blenheim Carpets and The
Alternative Flooring Company and
retailers including Harrods, Clement
Joscelyne, Fishpools and Capital Carpets
that use Intec.
‘We offer Intec as an added protection,
particularly for our wool carpet ranges.
As well as providing a protective coating
to the carpet fibres, it is also
environmentally-friendly, being waterbased and free of any harmful solvents,’
says Mike Dobson, Gaskell general
manager.
Associated Weavers, Domo, Pownall
and Ryalux are among the carpet brands
using Scotchgard stain protection.
According to maker 3M, carpets treated
with Scotchgard Protector stay clean two
to three times longer than a similar
untreated carpet, allowing it to offer a
seven year stain protection warranty
(excluding non-food and drink stains).
The company has recently updated its
Scotchgard Carpet Protector for
professional carpet cleaners, sold
through Prochem Europe.
‘With the ready-to-use format,
applicators can reassure their clients that
protection is locked into each fibre –
from the tips all the way to the carpet
backing,’ says Andy Fernley, 3M brand
manager new business ventures. 
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Above: Cormar’s Primo
Plus in Thistle
Right: Kingsmead’s
Cheviot in Glacier
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For a wide range of luxurious Saxonies,
choose Mr Tomkinson
Tel: 01827 831 450
Fax: 01827 831 451
Email: sales@mrtomkinson.co.uk
Web: www.mrtomkinson.co.uk
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Clean sweep
The best way to clean spots and stains from carpet
General rules for spot removal on carpets
•Soak up liquids with kitchen roll, paper tissues, toilet roll, or absorbent cloth.
•Scoop up or scrape the solids off the carpet.
•Try to identify unknown spots prior to treatment – if unsure, use solvent first.
•Always work from the edge of the spot inwards.
•Blot, do not rub.
•Apply small quantities at a time, applied to a cloth, not directly to the spot; work into the spot with a small
brush or sponge.
•Take care with applying solvents to bitumen-backed carpet tiles.
•When using solvents always ensure there is plenty of fresh air ventilation.
•Always thoroughly rinse afterwards if water-based spotters have been used.
•Dry the spot, if possible, with a hair dryer.
These spot removal charts show the methods for
dealing with accidental spillages and the order in
which the treatments should be tried.
The Easy spots chart contains those spots that come
out relatively easily with the methods recommended
or when cleaning the whole carpet.

The Difficult spots chart contains those that are
harder to remove and may require repeated attempts
with stronger spot removers. Some stains may be
impossible to remove completely, in which case the
assistance of a professional carpet cleaner may be
required.

EASY SPOT OR STAIN

1

2

3

DIFFICULT SPOT OR STAIN 1

2

Blood
Burn/scorch marks
Butter
Candle wax
Chewing gum
Chocolate/cocoa
Cola
Cream
Egg
Floor wax
Fruit juice
Gravy and sauces
Herbal tea
Metal polish
Mustard
Oil and grease
Paint (emulsion)
Shoe polish
Tea

E
M
G
H
I
E
C
G
E
G
C
E
C
E
E
G
C
G
C

F
N
E
G

C

F
R

G
E
E
F
E
E
F
F

F
F

Artificially coloured drinks
Bleach
C/heating radiator fluid
Coffee
Felt-tip pen
Furniture polish
Glue/adhesive (plastic base)
Ink (fountain)
Ink (ballpoint pen)
Lipstick
Milk
Nail varnish
Paint (oil)
Rust
Soot
Tar (asphalt)
Urine (fresh stain)
Urine (old stain)
Vomit
Wine - red

F

F
L
E
K
F

3

E

E

E

O

E

B

E
O
F
F

O
O

Key to treatments
A Blot with white kitchen roll or paper tissues B Vacuum clean C Cold water D Warm water E WoolSafe approved carpet shampoo
solution (diluted) F WoolSafe approved spot remover for water-based stains G WoolSafe approved spot remover for greasy/oily
stains H Absorbent paper or paper tissue and hot iron I Chewing gum remover (solvent or freeze type) J Nail varnish remover or
acetone K White spirit or turpentine substitute L Surgical spirit (ethyl alcohol or ethanol) M Rub with a coin N Rub gently with
coarse sand paper Treatments used by professional carpet cleaners: O WoolSafe approved disinfectant or deodoriser P Rust
remover R Carpet recolouring kit
Source: WoolSafe
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F
E
E
E
E

C
C
P
D
G or K
G
J
C
L
G
D
J
K
P
F
G
C
F
E
A
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Westminster
garden furniture

www.westminsterfurniture.eu
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Screen
giants
Retailers can cash in on opportunities
for furniture units to house TVs and
computer monitors

Staying in is the new going out as consumers seek less
expensive entertainment, so furniture to house TVs and
computer monitors has once again become a market of major
potential for retailers.
Most TVs are sold without stands, offering an immediate sales
opportunity.
‘Flat screen TVs are not supplied with a stand, so you have
two options, mount it on the wall or put it on a cabinet,’ says
John Parcell, Nathan sales director.
Parcell says more specific home entertainment units are
becoming core parts of its Classic, Shades, Elegance, Citadel 21
and Editions collections.
‘The key is flexibility, working to meet consumer demand to
create furniture that incorporates new technology into the
home,’ he says.
With several collections, Nathan can target different areas of
the market. Editions caters to modern needs and includes three
flexible media combinations from a standalone single unit to a
full showcase display, designed with TV display and DVD
storage in mind.
Citadel 21 offers modular furniture, creating flexibility for
changing needs. Citadel 21 has two TV cabinets, various open
and closed shelving and specific DVD storage options.
The Classic collection’s home entertainment offer has been
expanded with a TV cabinet.
‘Our two most popular models in Shades and Classic are
traditional TV cabinets,’ says Parcell.
Watching programmes online is increasingly popular – BBC
iPlayer is viewed more than 130m times a month, for example –
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HOME ENTERTAINMENT
Opposite page
Top: Optimum’s
Valera unit
Bottom: Willis &
Gambier’s
Mustique TV unit
This page
Left: Nathan’s
Editions Living
Library
Below: Stressless
PC-table

making monitors a consideration for furniture,
not just TVs.
Optimum International has introduced the
Valera range of home entertainment units from US
design studio BDI. Available in four sizes, designed
for screens up to 37in, 42in, 50in and more than
50in, they feature a swivel base that allows the TV or
monitor to revolve 360°, swivel 30°, or be locked in
position.
‘Valera models are a purpose-designed AV stand. The
thick panels limit the side view of the components and cables
providing a semi-enclosed appearance. The removable back
panel allows for easy equipment access and integrated cable
management. With its scalloped design all models are corner
friendly and feature an adjustable inner shelf,’ says John Ogden,
Optimum md.
Ekornes offers a variety of tables that can accommodate
laptops when seated in one of its recliners. Creating a
comfortable working position, the Stressless PC-table has been
updated this year. The computer can be positioned where
needed for optimal viewing and the table swings aside and
folds down when the user is finished or wants a break. It fits
recliners with round wooden bases while the Stressless Flexi
table accompanies the Jazz and Blues recliners. The stainless
steel and glass table is height adjustable and the glass plate can
be tilted and transformed into a standing PC-table.
Nathan’s new Editions Home Working Station gives screens
an attractive base with tambour doors hiding wiring while its
modular style allows other pieces to be added as equipment is
increased.

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Charlotte Bedroom Collection
The Charlotte bedroom collection is crafted from solid Oak and Oak veneers giving it
a subtle contemporary twist, and finished with a beautiful soft sheen lacquer.
Taking its inspiration from 18th century French furniture, this stunning collection is
stylish and sophisticated, with warm honey tones and soft curves creating a tranquil,
relaxed atmosphere.
A design that is equally suited to traditional and modern settings!
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Beautiful homes deserve beautiful furniture
Tel: 0845 606 7004 Email: feedback@wguk.com www.wguk.com
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LIVING AND DINING

Time travellers
Celebrating its 15th anniversary, timeless quality is at the heart of e15’s furniture
A natural desire to explore the diversity
of cultures and creative approaches
delivers an incredibly harmonious
collection, is how Philipp Mainzer, e15
co-founder and creative director, sums
up the firm’s 95-piece collection.
Mainzer founded e15 with fellow
German designer Florian Asche in east
London in 1995, before returning home
in 1997. Now based in Oberursel near
Frankfurt, e15 has established a
reputation for modern, timeless design.
Most of its designs are created by
Mainzer, but it has also collaborated
with Arik Levy, Stefan Diez, Mark
Holmes, Hans de Pelsmacker, Philippe
Allaeys, Bernhard Willhelm, Mark
Borthwick and Farah Ebrahimi, among
others.
A particular geometry and purist
design language runs through the
furniture collection, giving it a distinct
and recognisable nature. The reduced
aesthetic ensures the designs fit its
surroundings, be it contemporary or
traditional and at the heart of all e15
products is a consistent, substantial and
unique sense of understated luxury.
Pieces are individually made in
Germany and Austria, using PEFC
certified European oak and walnut from
sustainable sources.
For Mainzer, who was joined at the
company by joint md Peter Wesner in
2004, the company’s most important
principles are the production of longlasting, timeless and high quality
furniture that is made from sustainably
produced high quality materials.
While the company is planning a series
of events to mark its anniversary,
Mainzer’s latest designs reflect e15’s
origins.
The 1995 Bigfoot table has evolved
into London. Compared to the original,
London is designed without a frame and
the cracks in the table’s legs are filled,
adding to the table’s refined appearance
while preserving a graceful evolution of
its predecessor.
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LIVING AND DINING

Opposite page
Top: Anton table
Bottom: Houdini is available in various
shapes
This page
Top left: Philipp Mainzer (left) and Peter
Wesner
Top right: Anna is a round version of the
Anton dining table
Left: London dining table and Houdini
chairs
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UPHOLSTERY

RH-301: a nod to Mies van der Rohe

Bank of perfection
Good design, quality materials and perfect workmanship is at
the heart of Robert Haussmann’s furniture for Swiss Design
Thanks to designs such as the RH–301
armchair, Robert Haussmann is
considered to be one of the founders of
Swiss Design in the 1950s.
‘Our work constituted both a tribute to
and a critical commentary on
Modernism. You have to understand that
the furniture designs of Mies van der
Rohe and Le Corbusier were not for sale
in the stores at that time. We were
aiming to further develop their ideas and
to improve upon them at the same time,’
he says.
‘We were interested in creating
furniture that could be dismantled and
that was suitable for industrial
manufacture on a large scale. The
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armchairs of Mies van der Rohe, for
instance, certainly looked beautiful, but
their static properties tended to be
borderline and they could only be
constructed by hand, owing to the way
their components were joined together.
We aimed to produce them industrially
while at the same time ensuring fine
leatherwork and technical perfection.’
Swiss Design was developed in 1955
after his colleague Theo Jakob opened a
small store in the old town district of
Bern, which he called Teo Jakob with the
sub-line Modernity.
‘This became a nucleus for fresh
developments and was where – together
with Hans Eichenberger and Kurt Thut – I

presented new metal furniture instead of
the conservative Swiss Heimatstil and
heavy, ornamented Gelsenkirchen
baroque styles which were the prevailing
styles of the period,’ he says.
‘Swiss Design wasn’t a company, it was
a group of like-minded designers. Jakob
and my brother were in charge of the
business side and responsible for
contracts and licensing agreements, we
designers were behind the growing
collection and Alfred Hablutzel saw to
our graphic design needs.’
During the next few decades,
Haussmann was critical of Modernism
and in the late 1970s/early 1980s turned
to Postmodern design. But why? 
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RH-306 sofa

‘It was the result of critical observation
of how Modernism had developed in the
wrong direction and lost its raison d’être.
Many of my teachers were leading
figures in the pre-war Modernist
movement and instilled in me the
implicit belief in progress that fuelled
ideas in the 1930s – even though this
was interrupted by World War II, isolation
and post-war upheavals. But together
with my wife Trix, who is also an
architect, I wanted to interpret and utilise
the design tools of the past in a new way.
We weren’t interested in a new
historicism, but in creating sensible links
to the past,’ he explains.
Haussmann says that despite his
Modernist roots, craftsmanship never
played a decisive role in his work.
‘I was never a craftsman myself, but I
enjoyed close links to a number of
métiers – both as a child in my father’s
decorator’s workshop and later as a close
observer of various methods of
manufacture,’ he says.
‘Materials like leather that are suitable
for a variety of possible processing
techniques and which have proper ties
which appeal to the senses, still fascinate
me today. My wife has always been
intrigued by this wonderful natural
product, too. On the other hand,
however, what I learned under Johannes
Itten, the father of contemporary colour
theory, still has an influence to the
present day.’
Haussmann’s designs are often praised
for their subtle elegance, but how does
he describe the concept of elegance?
‘Elegance is functionality in a relaxed
form. It’s a question of reduction to
as few formal elements as possible.
Sensual quality and perfect
workmanship must go hand in hand with
the choice of materials; and in the final
analysis a touch of irony can often help,
as well…’
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Critical acclaim
Born in Zurich in 1931, Robert
Haussmann studied interior design
under former Bauhaus professor
Johannes Itten and De Stijl
contributor Gerrit Rietfeld. After
graduation, he took part in the Neue
Metallmöbel exhibition in Zurich in
1958, where together with three other
young Swiss designers he took a
critical look at the ideas of Modernism
and further developed them under
the banner of Swiss Design.
In 1967, he married architect Trix
Högl and together they set up the
Allgemeine Entwurfsanstalt and
helped shape Postmodern design as
members of the Alchimia group. In
addition, he taught at the Stuttgart
Academy of Art and Design.

Postmodernism updates
Much of the renowned Bauhaus metal furniture could not be obtained in Europe
after World War II. To fill the gap in 1954 Haussmann created his metal armchair
RH-301, ‘Hommage à Mies van der Rohe’ made from chrome-plated steel. With
the RH-301 he was also reaching back ideally to the Bauhaus maxim, according
to which the form of a product and the material used should correspond with its
purpose. Haussmann solved this task brilliantly with RH-301 and in turn his
achievement was acknowledged in 1957 with the Compasso d’Oro award. In
1999 de Sede took over the manufacturing of the Swiss Design products.
Haussmann has reworked his 1950s RH-304 chair with a slimmer seat and RH305 (pictured above) for de Sede with a slightly modified seat height and frame.
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Moving with the times
A new collection is designed to attract
the next generation of consumers
Parker Knoll is to launch a £100
consumer cashback promotion this
summer to support the introduction of
its Lifestyle collection, created to attract
the next generation of Parker Knoll
customers.
With its 130-year history, Parker Knoll is
one of the country’s most recognised
furniture brands, providing the business
with loyalty and years of support.
Since its re-introduction four years ago,
Parker Knoll has re-established the
traditional area of the business while
recognising that the market has moved,
with older customers thinking younger
and seeking out younger products.
The company has listened to
consumers, worked with them and
retailers, and the result is the Lifestyle
collection.
The launch will see the company's
offer split into two, with a Heritage
collection that represents the traditional
values and look of Parker Knoll products
and the Lifestyle collection that
represents a move towards
contemporary comfort and fabrics.
‘The creation of the two-pronged
strategy followed enquiries from
consumers who knew the Parker Knoll
name but weren't quite sure if the

time-tested design hallmarks of the
brand met their needs. Parker Knoll had
to deliberate carefully before choosing to
go in this direction,’ said Mike Storey,
Sales and Marketing Director.
‘The Lifestyle collection offers ultimate
comfort. Often with motion options and
a fantastic new collection of fabrics and
leathers, all have the core Parker Knoll
values of quality and craftsmanship.
‘The flagship design is Albany: a fullmotion suite with power and manual
motion options, and obviously static, in
leather and fabric. It is a full-range suite
that includes a large three-seater, a twoseater and a chair, plus a foot stool. It is
all manufactured at the same factory as
the existing Heritage ranges in Riddings,
Derbyshire and comes with a 25-year
frame and construction guarantee.’
Other launch models include
Columbine, featuring a much softer sit,
with more contemporary styling and
Elmsworth, a static suite with a softer sit
and a coordinated fabric cushion story.
Lifestyle has its own exclusive fabric
collection and consumers will also be
able to order Heritage collection fabrics
on the Lifestyle designs.
‘Lifestyle’s launch promotion will
include the introduction of a brochure in

May. This is the development that will
help the brand evolve, meeting
customers’ requirements and attracting
new Parker Knoll customers. Most
importantly, it will deliver successful
growth in 2010,’ said Mike.
‘The Lifestyle collection will be actively
promoted to drive sales during the
summer period, with the £100 cashback
promotion nationally advertised across
the summer period.
‘Two more designs will be added in
September and we will continue to
support the collection throughout the
autumn and into the winter sale period
to support continual momentum.’

Columbine recliner

Albany is the collection’s flagship model
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Elmsworth
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For further details contact our sales office tel 01773 604 121 fax 01773 540 084
www.parkerknoll.co.uk
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Campari corner unit
Lebus Upholstery
designed for todays lifestyle

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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Rugs

CARPETS
FURNITURE
RUGS
BEDS
LAMINATE
UPHOLSTERY

Jewellery for floors

VINYL

Sliced by Jan Kath

ACCESSORIES
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Shaggy story
Asiatic Carpets is building on its already successful shaggy range
Asiatic Carpets is one of the country’s
largest rug suppliers, with customers
ranging from specialist boutiques to
national multiples and everyone in
between. So from this vantage point,
what does Jeremy Nichols its sales and
marketing director, see as the products
retailers must be stocking?
‘The market for plain rugs whether
shaggy or cut pile remains strong and in
particular in classic colours such as red
and plum. In designed rugs there is an
increasing demand for bold geometric
patterns and organic florals,’ he says.
For the spring there will be faded
stripes, wool viscose plains, finer yarned
shaggies and the return of more classical
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products such as Gabbeh, reckons
Nichols. Bolder, brighter colours are also
doing well.
Demand for children’s rugs is
increasing and Asiatic is adding to its
Disney characters with Toy Story and a
new licensed range of Hello Kitty rugs.
Nichols says the success of shaggies is
spread across all retail sectors.
‘While shaggy is predominant it is hard
to differentiate on style alone but all
stores are selling textured rugs with the
more volume retailers focused on
machine-made polypropylene shaggies
and the more design led groups and
quality independents selling products
like Whisper and Dumroo,’ he says.

Shaggies, although popular, are not
everyone’s choice, but Nichols has plans
to change that with product launches to
cover key areas. ‘As customers are used to
buying single coloured shaggy rugs we
will be launching a number of plain cut
pile products for those customers who
like the single colour effect but do not
want the high maintenance demands of
a shaggy rug,’ he says.
‘Our new Modern Living collection has
been well received and since the launch
of the new brochure demand has
significantly increased. We are now
working on updating the Contemporary
Home collection which will include the
new wool and plainer rugs.’
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RUGS
Far left: Dumroo is successful
with quality independents
Left: Plain shaggies, such as
Sparkle in ebony, are big sellers
Below left: Classic colours such
as plum, shown in Whisper,
remain strong
Below right: Harlequin Milano,
shown in red, is part of the
Modern Living collection
Bottom left: Bolder colours such
as Matrix in green are popular
Bottom right: There is increasing
demand for geometric patterns,
such as Harlequin Bubble
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Passion in fashion
Rugs have never been trendier, helped by innovative marketing

Fettucini

Arctic

The home accessories market has significantly increased during
the past decade and Plantation Rug Company is on the
receiving end of this boom. Flick through any interiors
magazine and there’s barely a roomset without a rug in front of
the fire, at the side of the bed or under the dining table. Rugs
are definitely in vogue.
In recent years, Plantation Rug Company has been working
closely with independent retailers to change consumers’
perception of rugs. Last September, it launched The Good Rug
Guide, an over-sized coffee table brochure to help retailers
inspire customers buying a new floor and offer an easy, ‘up-sale’
opportunity. The 146-page guide showcases plain, patterned
and textured rugs on different floorcoverings – wood, carpet,
stone and vinyl.
‘If a customer is already purchasing a floorcovering, they’re in
the market for home accessories and The Good Rug Guide gives
them the interior confidence to purchase a rug,’ says John Clark,
Plantation Rug Company general manager. ‘Once they’ve been
inspired by the brochure’s full page photography, customers
want to recreate the styled look in their home. It’s a great
opportunity for retailers to demonstrate their expertise within
the market and boost their sales,’ he says.
The guide was created by interiors stylist Jane Molloy with
Clark and Brown Dog Creative, an external agency specialising
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Atmospheric

in interiors.
‘Last year, we spent a significant amount of time researching
trends and designing rugs that consumers will covet during the
next couple of years. Some 40 rugs, including dozens of new
rugs, fill the pages and ooze interior passion,’ he says.
The company intends continuing its support of independent
carpet retailers, both on the high street and online, with the
launch of a consumer brochure later this year.
‘The consumer brochure will be a mini version of The Good
Rug Guide, which will be sent to customers who have expressed
an interest in Plantation Rug Company, driving increased
footfall and sales to local, high street retailers.’
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RUGS

Floor
jeweller
Jan Kath travelled widely to
find the route to his designs

Jewellery for floors, is how Jan Kath describes Sliced, his latest rug
collection, reproducing cross-sections of precious and semiprecious stones such as emerald, hematite, quartz and agate.
‘While these pieces have a cool marble appearance, they are
made from warm Tibetan highland wool combined with a very high
percentage of silk, which creates a fascinating contrast that holds
the viewer’s gaze. They ennoble a room in the truest sense of the
word. It is as if a centimetre thick slice of radiant blue agate with
crystal inclusions and faults developed over millennia were lying in
the living room,’ he explains.
Creating the design is a time-consuming process. As there is no
recurring pattern it is a challenge to even the most experienced
weavers in the small workshops of Nepal. The structures are so
varied and deeply filigreed that the craftsmen often change the
material from knot to knot. But it is precisely this natural anarchy of
thousands and thousands of colour points that makes the pieces
unique, says Kath.
As part of the third generation of German rug dealers, Kath
visited manufacturers in Iran and Nepal as a boy, but he never
wanted to follow in the footsteps of his parents or run the family
business. So, to find his own way, when he was 20 he travelled
through Asia and the Middle East ending up in Nepal. There, family
friends offered him the opportunity to work as a quality controller
of their rug production. Later, he took control of the manufacturing
process, and began to produce his own designs.
‘Nobody feels comfortable in clinically styled apartments,’ he says.
‘Our rugs are an organic dotting of the “I”, islands of well-being,
which have a healing effect in cool interiors – without destroying
the overall style.’
Top: Jan Kath
Centre: Sliced Haematoid
Left: Sliced Emerald
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PROTECTION

Move along
Adding sliders to furniture can prevent damage to some types of flooring
Having invested in a new floor, the last thing anyone wants to
do is damage it. But regardless of what the floor surface is –
carpet, wood, laminate, cork or tiles – just getting up from the
dining table or moving a sideboard could cause problems. But
QuickClick can help prevent damage.
Stroolmount is the exclusive UK distributor for Wagner
Systems’ QuickClick – the first slide and stop system with
exchangeable inserts and winner of both the Reddot and
Interzum awards.
The glide’s inserts are screwed to the furniture or object then
the glide is clicked in place without glue or special tools. They
can be easily replaced if the item is moved to a different room
or the flooring changed.
Several guides are available:
Soft/wooden: made from soft wool felt, designed for all
types of laminate and wooden floors and maintains all high
sensitive surfaces.
Super/carpet: made from high technical POM plastic for a
smooth glide, designed for carpet, sisal, needle wool and cork.
Natural/tiled: made from resistant friction free natural felt.
They are durable and suitable for natural and mosaic stone and
terracotta tiles.
Stop/anti-slip: made from slide resistant elastomer,
these prevent furniture or other items accidentally moving
Right: Move It Pads make
moving furniture easy
Left: Knoll International’s
Wassily Chair by Marcel Breuer
with QuickClick added

across the floor and possibly causing some damage.
All are available in four sizes – 20mm for dining chairs, 25mm
for tables, 30mm for sofas and 50mm for larger furniture.
Stroolmount also offers a solution to the problem of moving
large or heavy furniture without damaging the floor and
minimising the risk of back pain.
‘The Move It Pads are simply placed under the corners of the
item to be moved allowing it to be easily pushed across the
floor,’ explains Gill Finch, Stroolmount md.
Self-adhesive felt pads can also be used by delivery teams to
ensure customer’s floors are not damaged when furniture is
delivered.
‘By keeping a roll of these in the delivery truck, teams can
impress customers with their customer service while preventing
expensive damage claims,’ says Finch.
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LAMINATE

Zebrano quickly became one of Westco’s bestsellers

Bold is gold
Consumers are making a statement with laminate flooring
Westco says consumers are keen on bold designs, often keener
than retailers, with huge demand for its Zebrano laminate.
‘When we launched it last autumn, we tipped it as a bestseller
and it is now one of our top five most popular laminate
floorcoverings,’ says Lee Smart, Westco sales director.
‘We’ve been very pleased with how well the Zebrano has sold
and it’s definitely a sign that people are looking for bold
flooring that makes a statement. There is no doubt that we are
moving away from minimalist flooring and towards dramatic
designs that add character to the room.’
Zebrano has proved such a hit that Westco is looking to
expand the range with another colour scheme in a lighter
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shade and is looking at a wider customer base, he says.
‘By extending our offering we are looking to build on our
strong presence in the DIY sector and expand our reach into the
high end, design-led flooring and contract market.’
The stripy, multicoloured laminate is available in 8mm
contract planks with the Express Click locking system for ease of
fitting. It has an AC4 rating, making the product suitable for
general contract installations.
‘Zebrano is part of our comprehensive range of quality and
competitively-priced laminate, engineered wood and solid
wood products, and our stock is constantly updated to ensure it
is available for immediate delivery,’ says Smart.
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ENVIRONMENT

There is no plan B
Marks & spencer has extended its Plan A ecological and ethical programme
Marks & Spencer has thrown down the
gauntlet to other major retailers, vowing
to become the most sustainable
retailer by 2015 as part of 80 new
commitments under its
ecological and ethical
programme, Plan A.
The main
commitment is
making its 36,000
product lines
(2.7bn items
each
year)
into
Plan A
products,
so that
each
carries at
least one
sustainable or ethical quality (for
example FSC). It aims to convert half of its products by 2015
and the remainder by 2020.
Other commitments include becoming the first major
retailer to ensure full traceability of all the key raw materials
used in its clothing and home products including cotton, wool,
polyester, nylon, leather and wood; ensuring that its leather
comes from sustainable sources that do not contribute to
deforestation and launching a five-year £50m Plan A incubator
fund to support the development of innovative Plan A products
and services.
It wants to encourage customers to live a more sustainable
lifestyle with the launch of a competition – Your Green Idea –
where ideas for ‘green’ actions for the chain to adopt can be
submitted. The winning idea will receive £100,000 to be spent
on ‘greening’ an organisation such as a school, charity or small
business.
‘Our extended Plan A will reach further and move us faster –
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covering every part of our business and
reaching out to forests, farms, factories,
lorries, warehouses and into our
customers’ and employees’ homes.
We believe sustainability is a key
ingredient of business
success and that Plan A
will continue to make
us more efficient,
develop new
markets and
build customer
loyalty.
It’s
therefore not
just the
right thing
to do morally
but also makes strong commercial sense,’ says Sir Stuart
Rose, Marks & Spencer executive chairman.
Plan A was launched in January 2007 with the overall
goals of making the chain carbon neutral; ending sending
waste from its operations to landfill; extending sustainable
sourcing; setting new standards in ethical trading and helping
customers and employees live a healthier lifestyle.
The original 100 Plan A commitments have been extended to
180 and the new targets have deadlines of 2015 and beyond.
The original 100 commitments maintain their 2012 target, with
46 achieved already.
In 2009/10 Plan A has delivered: cost savings of around £50m
for the chain; cut CO2 emissions by 40,000 tonnes; recycled
2m used garments via Oxfam; reduced 10,000tonnes of
packaging; diverted 20,000tonnes of waste from landfill; saved
387m food carrier bags; used 1,500tonnes of recycled polyester
(equivalent to 37m bottles); saved 100m litres of water; recycled
or re-used more than 130m clothing hangers and raised £15m
for charities.
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FLOORING ACCESSORIES

Profit from
the extras
PHOTOGRAPH: FLOORWISE

All-in prices for supplying and fitting
flooring is not always the best way
to satisfy customers’ needs or retailers’
profit margins

Above: Even
the most basic
carpet
installations
require
grippers
Left:
Maintenance
of floors, such
as Kährs
Grande Manor,
can ensure
repeat
business

Flooring accessories should be a good
way for retailers to generate extra
revenue, allowing valuable add-on sales.
But having persuaded Mrs Smith that she
is practically robbing your children of
their inheritance thanks to the low price
of her new floor, retailers can be worried
about frightening her off by adding to
her bill.
‘Of course, offering consumers an all-in
price for the floorcovering and fitting
makes life easier and accessories are
often bundled into this to keep
everything plain for both parties. There is
much to be said for clarity – indeed many
sectors could learn a thing or two from
flooring in this instance – but of course
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there is always a downside,’ says Richard
Bailey, Floorwise md.
Even the most basic of carpet
installations need underlay, gripper and
threshold bars and by selling them in an
all-in-one price, retailers could be
missing out on extra revenue, says Bailey.
When things become even more
accessory heavy, such as with wood and
laminate installations, the lost revenue
can be even more considerable.
Bailey says consumers don’t want to be
confused with numerous different
versions of what is essentially the same
thing doing the same job, but there
should always be scope for trading up,
pointing out the advantages of the

better product. To do this staff must
know their products and have samples.
Harvey Booth, Kährs UK sales manager
points out that buying flooring and
accessories from the same retailer
ensures products match in terms of style,
species and installation, and retailers
should make the most of this
opportunity.
Both agree that as Booth puts it:
‘Skirtings and edges, from neat beadings
between walls and floors, to room
thresholds and stairnoses, provide the
perfect finishing touch to an installation.
However, below the surface, one of the
most overlooked accessories – underlay
– also provides potential for increased
profit margin. And, more important,
using a quality product can make a huge
difference to a floor’s long term
performance and to customer
satisfaction.’
As Booth points out, maintenance
products can be an ongoing moneyspinner, especially if the customer
upgrades and is keener to keep her new
floor looking good for longer.
‘Using correct installation and
maintenance products can also make a
big difference to a floor, in terms of
aesthetics and longevity. Kährs products
span ready-diluted spray cleaners for all
floor finishes, to complete all-in-one
installation and maintenance kits – and
they all provide a great source for extra
income and ensure repeat business.’
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FLOORING ACCESSORIES

Light touch
Relatively light underlay rolls address many health and safety issues
The popularity of Novostrat high
performance underlays is growing daily
with retailers, distributors, fitters and
homeowners alike, according to Michael
Hanrahan, Novostrat national sales and
marketing director.
Although it has only been active in the
UK market for a few years, the company
is becoming a name to be reckoned with,
says Hanrahan.
‘The underlay delivers the required
level of cushioning under a laminate
floor, levelling out minor underfloor
imperfections and providing high impact
resistance with comprehensive dampproofing. Because of the low tog rating,
they work well with underfloor heating
systems – the Sonic Classic underlay has
been designed specifically for this
purpose,’ he says.
Sonic Gold Excel underlay delivers a
noise reduction of 22dB while a roll of it
weighs only a fraction of a roll of
traditional underlay, making it easier to
store, handle, deliver and lay.
The 7mm Graphite is an economy
underlay in 1.2m wide rolls of 12m.

Graphite is produced to a price right for
today’s economy market with retailer and
distributor networks both providing
Novostrat with rapidly increasing sales
volumes and market penetration, says
Hanrahan.
The company says developers are
specifying Novostrat products because of
the environmental aspects.
‘There are no harmful HCFCs, halogens
or heavy metals used in their
manufacture and at the end of their
working life they can be fully recycled
and reused in the manufacture of other
primary commercial or domestic
products,’ says Hanrahan.
The versatility of polyethylene allows
Novostrat to produce this range of
products, each with different
performance properties and suiting most
applications and budgets.
Because the underlay rolls are
relatively light and easy to
handle, they satisfy many
health and safety concerns of
installers and distributors. Being
fully recyclable, they also satisfy

environmental responsibility concerns
often held by consumers, local
authorities and specifiers.
‘The flooring underlay market has
probably never been more competitive
than it is today with pressures on price,
pressures on quality and still demands for
environmental responsibility – the trick
to success is getting the balance right. I
am hoping that this year will see the
re-establishment of the good value and
right for purpose products, with fewer
low quality imports which came in on the
back of the recession,’ says Hanrahan.
Novostrat is the largest manufacturer
of polyethylene products in Ireland, with
sales and warehousing throughout the
UK and Continental Europe.

Right: Sonic Gold
Excel reduces noise by
up to 22dB
Bottom right:
Graphite is a 7mm
underlay
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SOFTWARE

Make the most
of the
IT factor
Innovative stock
control programs
and staff training
software can help
make businesses
more efficient

Retailers have wisely been using
computers for many years now to give
themselves the edge when managing
assets. But generally getting the most
out of a store’s most valuable asset is
forgotten when it comes to IT – your
staff.
Retailsystem is teaming up with an
international online training provider to
provide the retail furniture business with
a package that can give customised
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training, described as being of diploma
level, in sales and product knowledge.
‘That means your staff can learn in
their own time and, perhaps more
importantly, at their own pace in an
interactive training context. They can
acquire the skills and knowledge they
need and grow as a better qualified and
more valuable resource in the workplace,’

says Stephen Smith, Retailsystem ceo.
The online training packages take the
learner at easy stages through all the
elements of the two key areas of the
retail furniture business – sales and
product knowledge.
‘They get the help they need and you
get the more motivated and better
informed staff that you need. So
everybody wins. And if you’re not sure
whether the training is actually 
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YOU CAN AFFORD IT
The LOW COST I.T. solution is here
Any size of store - 95 pence per day, per user*
Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system?
...or no system at all?
We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch
- seamlessly and for FREE

MAKE THE SWITCH - CUT COSTS
Fully Integrated System

Included

Sales & Purchase Orders

Zero Setup costs

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Free 7 Day Trial & Demo

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Free Training & Tutorials

Barcoding & Container Orders

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Profit Margin Monitoring

Free Customer Migration

Financial Accounting*

Free Customised Printing

Website Integration

Free Order Tracking Website

Mail Merge with Targeting

Free Tech Support for life

Online Customer Order Tracking
Delivery Text Alerts for Customers
Custom Management Reports
Price Tickets & Price Point
AIS Members Catalogue Upload
Customer Service Suite
Postcode Lookup *

“Best Software Supplier”

De-Branding Module

For more information
call or email:

Delivery Scheduling

08712 20 64 64

* minimum 5 users. Financial Accounting & Postcoder are optional and incur an additional charge

Interiors
monthly
first for flooring and furniture

For all your recruitment needs...
Reach over 14000 furniture professionals in the UK and Ireland, with
a unique package of on-line and magazine recruitment advertising
direct to your target audience. 2 websites and a trade magazine—
maximum exposure...minimum price!
Interiors Monthly has teamed up with www.furnishingreport.com to
provide you with a complete package for all your recruitment needs.
Here’s how it works...
The recruitment package starts from just £600.
For this your advert is uploaded immediately onto the
Interiorsmonthly.co.uk Website and the furnishingreport.com website
for the duration of one month, and appears as a 1/2 page advert in
the next available issue of Interiors Monthly. The subscribers to the
site receive a weekly newsletter which has a link to the recruitment
page, plus the magazine is circulated to over 7000 subscribers every
month.
Interiors Monthly and www.furnishingreport.com a great
combination for your recruitment needs.

For more details contact: Joanne Miller on
01732 783561 or email jmiller@interiorsmonthly.co.uk

info@retailsystem.com
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SOFTWARE

‘They get the help
they need and
you get motivated
and better
informed staff’
minutes before it was sold from their
website. What if there was only one item
in stock? The retailer is faced with two
customers to satisfy but only one
product in stock.’
Optimise has developed a program
that synchronises the stock control
program with retailers’ websites.
‘The best part is that Optimise links
their order processing program with
online sales. When a product is
purchased on the website, the total order
and customer details flow into the
retailer’s back office system. Such a
website link eliminates a lot of hassle
that retailers face with managing two
different stock and order databases,’ says
Kinnear.
It also saves time uploading product
information to the website. ‘When the
retailer adds a new product to their
stock, it gets uploaded to their website
as well. Most suppliers provide print
quality images and most times there is a

lot of white space surrounding the
images. Optimise’s sync program resizes
and crops all images to make them web
ready before uploading. This is a massive
cost and time saving tool for retailers
who had to hire a member of staff to
clean up and resize product images,’ he
says.
Flooring estimating software
MasterPiece has also been updated,
allowing the import of CAD/PDF
floorplans.
‘The SQL Server database supports
both client server and standalone
installations. With this blend of
technologies MasterPiece is configurable
to fit any retail or commercial business
like a hand in a glove,’ says Charles
Pearson, Masterpiece System md.
Pearson also says more firms use the
software to increase efficiency.
Cavalier Insurance uses MasterPiece so
its inspectors can create plans during
visits to claimant’s homes. These are
electronically transmitted to its
insurance centre and to partner retailers.
Thanks to this the retailer can cut the
carpet without having to send its
estimator out.
Eddolls Carpets of Alresford,
Hampshire installed MasterPiece and
within four days of receiving training all
jobs became paperless which means it
can now handle a higher volume of
work.

PHOTOGRAPHS: FRENTA: FOTOLIA.COM

having an effect on their value to you,
there’s even a facility within the training
software to measure the before and after
performance of specific employees, so
nobody loses,’ says Smith.
The courses will be built around
practical examples, qualified inputs from
industry experts and onscreen dialogues,
text formats and streaming videos. At
each stage of the process, trainees go
through topics and tests to acquire the
relevant skills and knowledge they need.
‘Some retailers may have an
ambivalent attitude to the computer,’
says Smith. ‘Many have found for
themselves how useful IT is when it
comes to running the day-to-day
business or planning for the future. Soon
your IT system will not only give you the
right facts and figures, it can give you the
right people for your team.’
IT can also help make a business run
more efficiently. Gordon Kinnear,
Optimise Solutions md, says retailers are
realising the benefits of having their
ecommerce website linked to their backoffice inventory and price data.
‘Traditionally retailers had to type out
all their products, prices, and lead times
in their stock control program and then
repeat it all over again on their
ecommerce website. At times when they
failed to update both databases, they
might have encountered an online sale
for a product that was sold in-store five
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Do you know your enemy?
Can you trust your friends?

Industry credit ratings as they change
Even more insolvency information
Intellectual Property tracker
100% more news than before

COMING SOON

A new service from the Furnishing Report

www.furnishingreport.com
furnishingreport
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IFFS

SHOW REVIEW

Esquire Home by Halo

Natural winners
Singapore offered a variety of styles to keep buyers busy and exhibitors happy
The International Furniture Fair Singapore dispelled
any concerns about the global economy with
exhibitors reporting brisk business, reinforcing the
show’s reputation as a major global event.
More than 430 companies took part in the 9-12
March show. Halo previewed the Esquire Home
collection, in partnership with Esquire magazine, and
includes upholstery, cabinet, occasional, home decor
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and rugs. Aimed at a lifestyle focused on comfort,
luxury, and sophistication, distressed leathers and
neutral twills and tweeds reflect the discerning
sensibility of impeccable menswear. Esquire will be
officially launched at High Point later this month.
The Life Shop’s collection also had a male influence
focusing on dark woods and masculine colours,
accented with stripes.
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SHOW REVIEW

IFFS

Clockwise from top
left: Skyline Design UK’s
outdoor collection;
Corner 43 Decor
lighting; Ayodha’s
mirror; Philos’ collection;
Carezza’s Mercury;
Cilicon’s Coco chair

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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IFFS

SHOW REVIEW

Clockwise from
top left: Woven +
patio chairs;
Nathan Yong
Design’s coffee
table; Oon’s Shelf;
Seet Wee Kiat’s
Trek bookcase;
Joey Tay Kah
Yeong’s Solitary

Carezza unveiled nine models, including Mercury, and seven
leather collections, ranging from thick anilines to bonded
leathers.
Nature is a heavy influencer in form and material and was
seen on many stands. Corner 43 Decor merchandised many
nautilus-shaped lighting fixtures dangling across the ceiling,
looking as if they were swimming through the air. While
Cilicon’s Coco chair is made from a natural coconut fibre
moulded using cutting-edge technology. The material is
suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Branches inspired the Solitary clothes hanger by Joey Tay Kah
Yeong from Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts.
Also influenced by tree branches was Seet Wee Kiat’s Trek, a
bookcase with sliding doors made from laminated plywood.
This was entered in the Students category of the Singapore
Furniture Industries Council’s Furniture Design Award.
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Nathan Yong Design’s coffee table has a contemporary
‘skirt’ to accent any sofa while modular furniture from Think by
Kairoz can be arranged in large blocks outdoors, or as singular
pieces.
The new collection from Dutch company, Woven + adds
asymmetrical splashes of pastels to the patio while the
QuickDryFoam on Skyline Design UK’s outdoor collection has
large, open pores that allow for maximum water drainage and
air circulation.
The Shelf by Oon was part of the display by Platform, an
initiative under the Design Entrepreneurial Development
Programme by the Singapore Furniture Industries Council,
promoting networking between designers and manufacturers.
Philos was on-trend with circular and organic shapes
repeating in multiple product categories: cabinet, accessories,
and textiles.
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SHOW REVIEW

London Design Week

Silver lining
Chelsea Harbour was the place to see
exciting recession busting new fabrics,
highlights of which are shown on the
following pages 
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London Design Week

SHOW REVIEW

While waiting for the London Design Week courtesy car in
Sloane Square, a mother and her young son walked past
the pick-up sign. ‘What’s that new sign?’ he asked, obviously
more familiar with the street furniture of west London than
his age suggested. ‘London Design Week,’ she replied,
hurrying him on.
Had she made the 15 minute car journey to Chelsea
Harbour during the 21-26 March event, she would have
been far more interested, with a plethora of exciting fabrics
on show.
With permanent showrooms to support, appealing to
interior designers is important for participants, but LDW
also provides a major opportunity to see what will soon be
influencing trends and upper-end consumer demand.
While LDW covers everything from accessories to rugs,
via furniture and flooring, fabrics took centre stage. There
was a definite sense that while the recession had (largely)
forced retrenchment, now was the opportunity to prove
that there is product development worth seeking out.
Romo used LDW to launch its Zinc brand, with a wide
portfolio of luxury fabrics that doesn’t as much say ‘Hello
boys’ as scream it at you. Sumptuous, modern, high end,
glamorous and jetset are some of the words used to
describe the seven collections and there is no doubt that
Zinc captures the positive, bold movement that is
responding to economic fears.
Designed by Justin Marr, Zinc takes pleated and jacquard
velvets, textured weaves, silks, faux fur and asymmetrical
designs and makes it look like the 1970s was a decade that
taste was a huge fan of.
Ashes to Ashes may have had a greater design influence
than anyone thought.
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Previous page:
Zinc’s Penthouse
This page
Above left:
Rubelli’s Morosini
Above: Romo’s
Sapota
Left: Zoffany’s
Eleonora
Bottom: Mark
Alexander’s
Nantucket
Herringbone
Opposite page
Top left:
Harlequin’s Tempo
Top right: Zimmer
+ Rohde’s
Residence
Bottom left:
Sahco’s Alpha
Bottom right:
Dedar’s Orocolata
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SHOW REVIEW

London Design Week
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ENTERTAINMENT

SUDOKO

CROSSWORD

Easy

Medium

Difficult
Answers can be found on p66
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 Yonder yacht
4 Pole thrown by Scottish athletes
9 Congo, once
14 Prom duds
15 Martini garnish
16 Result
17 Candle count
18 Subdued
19 To be of use
20 Expressing commendation
23 Soprano Lily
24 ‘... ___ the cows come home’
25 Sister of Venus
28 Spanish dessert
30 Glasgow train station (abbr)
33 Large wading bird
34 Chemical used on trees
35 Way out
36 Informally
39 Fibbed
40 Dweeb
41 Entreaties
42 Spearheaded
43 Sigmund’s daughter
44 Retract
45 Actor Erwin
46 Paltry
47 Worldliness
54 N Atlantic archipelago
55 Assume as fact
56 Comic Philips
57 Over
58 Narrow mountain ridge
59 Gun, as an engine
60 Vends
61 Nostrils
62 Bambi’s aunt

1 Lead
2 Enormous
3 Corp VIP, briefly
4 Person without a title
5 Female graduate
6 Seizes with teeth
7 Uniform
8 Comic Foxx
9 Cytokinin occurring in corn
10 Smith’s block
11 Golfer Aoki
12 Undoing
13 Sushi choice
21 Uncovered
22 Pong maker
25 Row
26 Els with tees
27 Ran swiftly
28 Plants
29 Ground
30 Old Testament book
31 Gannet
32 Rendezvous
34 Traditional prayer ending
35 Melodious
37 Affectation of sophisticates
38 Performs surgery
43 Capital of Greece
44 Narrate
45 Ruin
46 Skinflint
47 Wise one
48 Like some vaccines
49 Duration
50 When said three times, a 1970 war
movie
51 Able was ___...
52 Predictive sign
53 US TV science series
54 Scale notes
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FINAL POLISH
Cannonball Run

Chair in the frame: Winner

Just 16 car drivers and two motorcyclists
will take part in Morris Furniture’s
Charitable Trust’s fourth Cannonball Run
from 10-14 June.
Last year’s event raised £42,000 for
BuildAid which, combined with the
Trust’s parachute jump, paid for the
refurbishment of the Kulleegoda School
in Sri Lanka and a dental surgery.
‘Our normal route consists of
approximately 800 miles driving
between three cities. We fly our people
out to the Czech Republic, driving
through Poland, Bratislava and Croatia,
with dinner and dancing in Zagreb,
Prague and Budapest. This year we are
doing our best to include the Stelvio
Pass,’ says Robert Morris, joint md.
‘Cars will be picked up on 8 June to
meet us on 10 June, they will then be
picked up on Sunday night and we will
be returning to the UK on the Monday
morning flights. The donation per car is
£1,500 this year.
‘You do not have to be in the fastest
car but you do need a big sense of
humour, a great smile and a competitive
spirit. The treasure hunt that will ensue
will tax your brain,’ he says.
For more information, tel: 07774 211
911 or 0141 300 7204.

Chair maker Thonet
held a photographic
competition centred
on its iconic 214
model.
Berlin architects
Martin and Christa
Schönherr won with
their Grandfather and
Grandson entry.
The judges praised
the photo: ‘People
have always
communicated
sitting on Thonet
chairs and that’s
exactly what is
expressed in this
photo.’
Judges were
‘enchanted’ by the
runner-up Maxime
Delvaux of Brussels’
comment that ‘simply
everything would
look good on his
girlfriend, even the
imprints of the 214
Second
wickerwork.’
Marcel Kabisch’s
third-place photo
depicts two
coffeehouse chairs
connected by barrier
tape to keep the
pavement clear while
he moved house.
A calendar
featuring the entries
is due to be available
in the summer.

Fast furniture

Win flooring

For some people holding two world records would be plenty, but not for Perry
Watkins. He holds the record for the smallest and flattest cars and has his eyes
on the fastest furniture record. Watkins has combined the metal frame of a
dining table – complete with six chairs – and a Reliant Scimitar Sabre sports car
chassis.
‘It has a 3.5litre V8 engine with nitrous oxide injection. It should do 0 to 60 in
about four seconds and about 160mph top speed,’ he says.
This easily tops the current record of a sofa doing 92mph, held by Edd China
and Marek Turosk, from Leicestershire. Watkins is looking for sponsors for the
dining chairs.
For more information visit www.worldsfastestfurniture.co.uk.

60 Minute Makeover
star and interiors
designer John
Amabile (pictured)
has teamed up with
Quick-Step to offer
interior design
advice through the
quick-step.com website. He’ll also be
giving visitors to Grand Designs Live
London the chance to win Quick-Step
flooring on the 1 May opening day.

Entertainment answers
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